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“Tell	thE trUth and	don’T	be	afraid.”
frIday  
3.9.07
www.dEnnEws.Com
sEarch commIttEE | lasT	CuTs
By Graham milldrum
university	reporter
“We the people…” might soon share 
space with “Start me up” in one of the 
most visible parts of campus.
The deadline for quotes for the Great 
Beginnings window in the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union is March 15.
The project dates back to a speech 
Aug. 30 by Eastern President Lou 
Hencken. 
The plan is simple: collect quotes 
and use them to decorate the window 
in the Bridge Lounge of the union that 
overlooks the library quad. The quotes 
are supposed to be about beginnings. 
Although Hencken mentioned a 
few quotes, he asked the campus and 
community to submit more.
The Great Beginnings Window 
Project Committee has 148 submissions, 
said Ann Brownson, committee chair. 
However, she is disappointed that 
only two quotes come from students.
This might be because students have 
not heard of the program. 
Brownson said she hasn’t made posters 
or distributed fliers for several reasons.
In her opinion, they don’t do much 
good. She also hasn’t had a budget for the 
project, although she said she probably 
could have gotten one if she had asked.
Faculty and staff have tuned in most 
of the quotes.
Lindsay Partlow, a receptionist for the 
Office of Housing and Dining, was one 
of the few people in the union to have 
heard about the project. Her directors 
had talked about it at office meetings 
and she had read it in the paper. 
amIr prEllBErG | thE daIly EastErn nEws
Johnna	morecraft,	Community	and	Professional	Programs	Coordinator	of 	lake	land	College,	walks	past	the	bridge	lounge	
in	the	mar tin	luther	King	Jr.	university	union	on	Thursday	afternoon.	The	windows	in	the	bridge	that	connects	the	west	
and	east	side	of 	the	union	will	be	replaced	with	windows	that	have	quotes	of 	great	beginnings	to	literature	and	historical	
speeches,	among	others.	The	deadline	to	submit	suggestions	is	march	15.
thE fInal thrEE
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By marco santana
Campus	editor
Four Eastern students indicted by a federal grand jury 
Wednesday for counterfeiting will be arraigned April 18 in 
a federal court in Urbana.
The accused will be read the charges against them and 
will be asked to enter a plea at the arraignment.
The defendants will be issued a summons informing 
them of the arraignment date.
Gavin J. Groves, 19, of Olney; Benjamin T. Inman, 19, 
of Paris; Kyle E. Pittman, 
19, of Newton; and 
David M. Skubic, 19, of 
Wilmington were named 
in the indictment.
They were charged with 
conspiracy to make and 
pass more than $1,500 
in counterfeit money, 
U.S. Attorney Rodger A. 
Heaton’s office announced.
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Eugene L. Miller presented 
the case to the grand jury.
The indictment said the 
students bought paper at 
Wal-Mart, made copies of 
a $20 bill and rubbed lotion on the copies to make them 
appear more genuine.
They then used more than $1,000 in counterfeit 
money, mostly at fast-food restaurants, and split the 
change received, the indictment alleged.
The Charleston Police Department worked with 
investigators in Paris, Marshall, Mattoon and Terre Haute, 
Ind.
Charleston police Chief Paul Welch said some think 
counterfeiting is just a prank and no real harm is done.
But that doesn’t mean it’s not a crime.
“If everybody counterfeited one $20 bill, we’d bankrupt 
the country,” he said. “It’s not just a high school kid 
counterfeiting a $1 bill.”
Kevin Paddock, Charleston’s chief of detectives, worked 
with the other departments and the U.S. Secret Service on 
the investigation.
He was out of town training and will not be available 
for comment until Monday.
The defendants could go to prison for five years on 
the charge of conspiracy to use counterfeit money and 20 
years on the charge of using counterfeit money.
arraignment	set	for	
alleged	counterfeiters
four Eastern students to face 
federal charges at hearing april 18
law | indiCTmenT	uPdaTe
By ashley rueff
senior	university	reporter
Eastern’s next president will come 
from the University of Wisconsin at 
Green Bay, Texas A & M University 
or from right here at Eastern. 
The names of the three final 
candidates in the presidential 
search were released through a 
university-wide e-mail Thursday 
that introduced the candidates and 
explained their on-campus visits for 
the week of March 18. 
William Perry, the current vice 
provost at Texas A & M University; 
Blair Lord, Eastern’s provost and vice 
president for academic affairs; and 
Sue Kiefer Hammersmith, provost 
and vice chancellor for Academic 
Affairs at University of Wisconsin at 
Green Bay will be visiting campus.
The campus visits will allow 
students, faculty, staff, administrators 
and the community to meet and 
interview the three candidates during 
open sessions throughout the week. 
The campus community will be 
able to fill out evaluation forms with 
their opinions of the candidates for 
consideration by the Presidential 
Search Advisory Committee and 
the Board of Trustees. 
“The committee will be getting 
the feedback, summarizing that 
and then making a presentation 
to the Board about how they 
went about selecting these finalists 
and the results of their visits on 
campus,” said Robert Webb, chair 
of the search committee and vice 
chair of the Board of Trustees. 
“Everyone will see them somewhat 
differently, I suppose, but we are 
confident that they will all make a 
good impression on the university 
campus and in the public.”
Perry will be the first candidate 
to visit campus. Texas A & M has a 
total student enrollment of 42,374. 
He will be at Eastern on March 18 
and 19. 
Perry earned his doctorate and 
master’s degrees in mathematics 
from the University of Illinois 
Urbana-Champaign. He began 
working at Texas A & M as an 
assistant professor of mathematics 
in 1977 and has remained there 
ever since. He is still a professor in 
the mathematics department.  
“I’m looking forward to coming 
up for the campus visit and meeting 
faculty, students, staff and members 
of the community,” Perry said. “And 
I’m looking forward to finding out 
even more what the community 
is looking for in terms of its next 
president.”
lEGal lInGo:
»The	students	who	face	
counterfeit	charges	have	
been	indicted.	This	doesn’t	
assume	guilt	and	is	merely	an	
accusation.
» Indictment: 	a		formal	
accusation	initiating	a	criminal	
case,	usually	required	for	
felonies.
» arraignment:	a	hearing	that	
allows	the	accused	to	answer	
the	charge	made	against	him	by	
an	indictment.
presidential finalists revealed
Eastern provost lord 
among three candidates 
remaining in search
» see fInalIsts, PaGe 2
» see BEGInnInGs, PaGe 2
Campus apathetic to ‘Beginnings’
of 148 submissions, 
only two have come 
from students
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“I think it’s a neat idea,” she said. 
“I just don’t know much about it.” 
There have been submissions 
from the community as well.
All of the quotes will be examined 
and ranked by the members of the 
committee.
Brownson expects only about 
20 of the quotes will be used. She 
is unsure since the design of the 
window is not yet formalized.
The currently submitted quotes 
consist primarily of lines from 
books and poetry. Brownson was 
surprised that not very many songs 
were submitted.
“I think everyone should submit 
quotes,” said Laurel Fuqua, the 
Student Activates Committee office 
manager. “I will submit, if I can 
find a wonderful quote.”
'GrEAT BEGiNNiNGS'
»to submit a quote for the 'Great 
Beginnings' window, e-mail ann 
Brownson at aebrownson@eiu.edu or 
through campus mail at Booth library.
submissions should be great first 
lines in history, such as books, plays, 
speeches, lyrics or other historical 
documents.
» Deadline to submit quotes: 
march 15
» Beginnings
From PaGe B8
He said he made a trip to Eastern 
to see the campus when he was in the 
area for the off-campus interviews 
conducted by the search committee 
in Champaign. 
“I sensed a lot of energy here, 
and collegiality,” he said. “It seems 
to me like it’s a place where people 
care about each other, and that’s 
important to me.”
Perry said he sees the potential for 
Eastern to grow and to become the 
best learning-centered university in 
the region. 
Lord will be the second candidate 
to interview on campus. He will 
follow the same schedule as the 
other two candidates on March 20 
and 21. 
Lord earned his doctorate degree 
in economics from the University 
of California at Davis. Before 
obtaining his current position in 
2001, he served as the vice provost 
for academic affairs at the University 
of Rhode Island for 10 years, and had 
held other positions at the university 
since 1981. 
“I’m pleased to be a candidate and 
I’m happy to have stayed an active 
candidate this far,” Lord said.  
He anticipates that the questions 
he will be asked by the campus will 
be a little different than those asked 
of the other candidates since he’s a 
familiar face at Eastern. 
“The level of specificity might be 
more precise than other candidates,” 
Lord said. He doesn’t expect anyone 
to refrain from asking tough 
questions because of his current 
position at Eastern. 
“I don’t think people are usually 
too bashful about asking me 
questions,” he said. 
Hammersmith is the final 
candidate to visit. The University 
of Wisconsin has a total student 
enrollment of 5,312. She will be on 
campus March 22 and 23. 
Hammersmith earned a doctorate 
and master’s degree in sociology from 
Indiana University. She has held her 
current position since 2002, and was 
previously the Dean of the College 
of Arts and Sciences at Ferris State 
University, Big Rapids, Mich., the 
Dean of the University College at 
Ball State University, Muncie, Ind., 
and an assistant Dean, assistant 
professor and research associate at 
Indiana University, Bloomington, 
Ind. 
“Eastern is a very fine institution,” 
Hammersmith said. “It’s a wonderful 
size and it’s in a very solid position 
to blossom into its next level of 
excellence.” 
Her plan for Eastern is “to 
work with the excellent faculty and 
programs that have made Eastern 
strong, and to build the base of 
support in opportunities to allow 
them to go to the next level of 
excellence.” 
Her visit to campus will be her 
first at Eastern. 
Hammersmith is also one of 
three final candidates in the ongoing 
presidential search at Edinboro 
University of Pennsylvania, said 
Brian Pitzer, Edinboro’s director 
of public relations. Hammersmith 
visited Edinboro’s campus Feb. 23. 
Pitzer said the Pennsylvania State 
System of Higher Education’s Board 
of Governors plans to name their 
new president on April 11. 
Eastern’s President Lou Hencken 
said he plans to meet with the three 
candidates over breakfast during 
their visits to campus and guide 
them on a tour through the Doudna 
Fine Arts Center. 
“It looks to me like there’s three 
excellent candidates,” Hencken said. 
One of the three finalists should 
take over for him once his contract 
expires June 30.  
The Board of Trustees plans to 
name Eastern’s next president in late 
March or early April. 
» Finalists
From PaGe 1
»the Presidential search committee 
redUced the Field to three. here are 
the Finalists' resUmes.
» Sue Kiefer Hammersmith
2002-present: Provost and Vice chancellor 
for academic affairs (wisconsin-Green Bay)
1987-2002: dean of  college of  arts 
and sciences (Ferris state University, Big 
rapids, mich.)
1985-1987: dean of  the University 
college (Ball state University, muncie, ind.)
1982-1985: assistant dean, school of  
liberal arts (indiana University)
1976-1981: assistant Professor of  
sociology (indiana University-Purdue 
University at indianapolis)
» Blair Lord
2001-present: Provost and Vice President 
for academic affairs (eastern illinois 
University)
1991-2001: Vice Provost for academic 
affairs (University of  rhode island)
1990-1991: senior assistant to the 
president for resource allocation (Uri)
1989-1990: american council on 
education Fellowship (University of  
Bridgeport, Bridgeport, conn.)
1981-1987: chairperson, department of  
Finance and insurance (Uri)
» William Perry 
2003-present: Vice Provost (texas a & m 
University)
1998-2002: executive associate Provost 
(texas a & m)
1990-1998: dean of  Faculties and 
associate Provost (texas a & m)
1988-1990: associate dean for academic 
affairs, college of  science (texas a & m)
WHErE THEy ComE From
By Katey mitchell
rha reporter
The Residence Hall Association elected Hannah 
Plevka as executive board secretary at Thursday night’s 
meeting. 
Plevka, a sophomore journalism major, was elected 
based on involvement in RHA.
“It’s exciting to be elected,” Plevka said. “I thought 
both of us (Plevka and candidate Corryn Moorman) 
had a good chance to win. I wasn’t really sure of the 
outcome.”
Plevka plans to promote RHA more to residents of 
residence halls and students all over campus.
She hopes she and the new executive board can get 
more people involved.
The meeting also had a lot of people talking about 
raising money for scholarships. The financial advisory 
board for RHA got its budget approved to hold a 
murder mystery dinner at the end of March. 
They are charging $5 a person and all money raised 
will be contributed to the RHA scholarships.
Also, the executive board for the past few weeks has 
been raising money for RHA scholarships as well by 
having members contribute donations into a plastic tub 
in front of each executive board member’s seat. 
The executive board member with the most donations 
was scheduled to have a bucket of ice water dumped on 
him or her at the end of Thursday’s meeting. 
The bucket donations ended up raising $112.76.
Eric Dusanek, programming and diversity 
coordinator, raised the most money with $44.76. 
Jody Stone, associate director of housing, also came 
to speak to the general assembly about the different 
RHA scholarships that will be given out formally at 
year-end banquet in April. 
RHA gives away two scholarships a year, the Richard 
G. Enochs Scholarship and the Sean R. McKinney 
Scholarship. 
The Enochs scholarship was established on June 5, 
1978, after Richard Enochs, the director of married 
student housing for Eastern until his death on March 
5, 1978. 
Some past winners include Mark Hudson, director 
of Housing and Dining, and Thomas Hall resident 
director. Doug Howell. 
The scholarship had raised between $3,300 and 
$3,400 last year to give to recipient Lindsay DiPietro, 
current NRHH president, Stone said. 
The other scholarship given out is the McKinney 
scholarship, which was formed after Sean McKinney, a 
hall director, died of leukemia in 1991, Stone said. 
He loved working with first and second-year 
students so much that his family and friends directed his 
scholarship to students with only one or two semesters 
of college experience. 
Housing and Dining is taking nominations for 
each of the scholarships. Students are to contact 
Doug Howell, Thomas Hall resident director, for 
assistance. Applications for both scholarships are due 
April 3 at 4 p.m.
secretary elected for rha executive board
Remember to change clocks 
early Sunday morning
» Daylight Saving Time begins at 2 
a.m. Sunday.
Don’t forget to “spring forward” and 
turn clocks ahead an hour. Time will 
change again Nov. 4.
The time change was April 2 last 
year, and ended Oct. 29. 
President George W. Bush amended 
the “Uniform Time Act of  1966” when 
he signed the Energy Policy Act of  
2005.
This is an effort to conserve more 
energy. The results will be reported to 
Congress and are supposed to show 
the difference in energy consumption in 
the United States. 
Congress reserves the right to 
change the Daylight Saving Time dates 
again.
– Cathy Bayer, News Editor
BOT to decide residence hall 
renovations at meeting today
» The Board of  Trustees will meet 
to act on two purchase items today. The 
first item is a new sprinkler system for 
Andrews and Lawson Halls. 
The other is a contract to design 
renovations for the restroom areas and 
to install kitchenettes in Douglas Hall. 
Eastern President Lou Hencken expects 
the meeting to last about 10 minutes 
before the board meets in executive 
session.
 The meeting will begin at 2:30 p.m. 
in the 1895 Room of  the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
– Ashley Rueff, Senior University Reporter
Union food court to close 
Saturday for Spring Break
» The Union food court will be 
open today from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
before closing for Spring Break.
It will be closed from Saturday to 
March 17. The food court will re-open 
Sunday, March 18, at 4 p.m. and will 
close at 11 p.m.
Regular business hours will resume 
on Monday, March 19.
– Marco Santana, Campus Editor
campusbriefs
COmmenTS | CORReCTiOnS | 
evenTS
To report any errors, local events or 
general suggestions for future editions 
please contact our news editor, Cathy 
Bayer, via: 
Phone | 581-7942,  
E-mail | Dennewsdesk@gmail.com 
Office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall.
TODay
60˚ | 42˚
Afternoon Showers
SaTURDay
52˚ | 36˚
Partly Sunny
     SUnDay 
55˚ | 44˚
Mostly Cloudy
weatheroutlook
CampUS| APPORTIONMENT BOARD
JOHn Bailey|THe Daily eaSTeRn newS
Ken Baker, director of  the student recreation center, updates the appor tionment board on the new recreation equipment ordered for students of  
Eastern Illinois University, Thursday night in the Arcola-Tuscola room in the Mar tin Luther King Jr. Student Union.
» In the editorial on Page 4 of  
Wednesday’s edition of  the Daily 
Eastern News, each student pays more 
than $100 in student fees, but not all of  
that money goes to the Apportionment 
Board.
The Den regrets the errors.
ourmistakes
fRiDay  
3.9.07
lOCal
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Student Government and 
Rec Center ask for just the 
necessities
By Zach nugent
AB Reporter
The Student Recreation Center and the 
Student Government presented its bare-
minimum budgets to Apportionment Board 
Thursday night.
“I’m asking for what we need, not what 
we’d like to have,” said Ken Baker, director of 
Student Recreation.
Baker proposed a budget of nearly 
$210,000.
Baker asked for an $6,000 increase from 
last year. The majority of the increase is 
because of the new minimum wage beginning 
July 1. Baker budgeted an additional $10,000 
to student payroll.
“That amount will not totally cover the 
increase in minimum wage,” Baker said. “We 
will make up the difference with money we 
have in our own account.”
To accommodate the rising minimum 
wage, Baker said the Rec Center cut its budget 
for new equipment and miscellaneous supplies, 
including office supplies.
“I’m truly shocked they’re only coming 
for a $6,000 increase,” said AB member Eric 
Wilbur. “I applaud Baker.” 
A $10,000 appropriated grant approved by 
President Hencken helped alleviate the need 
for a larger budget, Baker said.
“I sympathize with the pressures AB is 
under, so I only ask for what I need,” Baker 
said.
The Student Government also said it was 
only asking for money it absolutely needs.
With a proposed budget of more than 
$45,000, this year’s budget increased by 
$4,000 from last year. 
Through his presentation, Student Body 
President Sean Anderson explained that the 
Student Government has poorly proportioned 
their budgets in the past.
“There are a lot of things we just don’t use 
in the budget and we’ve worked very hard to 
cut them down,” Anderson said.
The largest increase came from the 
Conference on Student Government 
Associations.
Every year the Student Government sends 
delegates to the conference, however it never 
budgets it. 
In the past, members have gone to AB 
asking for an additional allocation to attend 
the conference. 
Upon AB’s suggestions, the Student 
Government figured the conference expenses 
into its budget.
The conference budget is more than $4,000, 
which is the amount they paid to attend last 
year’s convention. 
When asked if members had taken into 
account an increase in travel expenses, 
Anderson said they had not.
To justify these increases, the Student 
Government also made cuts to several parts of 
its budget. 
The largest cut came from the events of 
Unity Week.
“It really wasn’t a priority of mine planning 
these events, so it’s a good place to cut money,” 
said Cole Rogers, student vice president for 
student affairs. Levi Bulgar, AB chair, was 
pleased with the Student Government asking 
for only an additional $4,000.
“I appreciate them taking our comments to 
budget for CASGO,” he said.
After spring break, Bulgar will meet with 
Dan Nadler, the vice president for student 
affairs. 
Nadler and Bulgar are meeting to discuss 
the budgets and the money they have to work 
with.
AB will begin discussing all the budgets at 
its next meeting on Thursday, March 22.
Organizations careful with costs
“There are lots of  things we just don’t use in the budget 
and we’ve worked very hard to cut them down.” 
Sean anDeRSOn | STUDENT BODy PRESIDENT
BReakinG DOwn THe BUDGeTS
» Student Recreation Center
 Ken Baker, director of  student recreation proposed a 
nearly $210,000 budget.
Asked for an increase of  $6,000 from last year. 
Received a $10,000 appropriated grant approved by 
President Hencken, which helped alleviate the need 
for a larger budget increase.
» Student Government
Student Body President Sean Anderson proposed a 
budget for more than $45,000.
Asked for an increase of  $4,000 from last year. 
Spring break can be more than bikinis, 
sun block and sunshine.
Some Eastern students choose to dedicate 
their time over spring break to volunteering.
On a campus with such high student 
apathy, these students who take an active 
interest in their world and volunteer their 
time should be commended.
The most common way for students to 
volunteer their time over spring break is 
through the Newman Center’s Alternative 
Spring Break. The Newman Catholic Center 
sponsors an Alternative Spring Break that 
costs $150 for trips in the United States, 
$450 for the trips to Mexico and includes 
the cost of transportation, site fees, housing, 
meals, and a T-shirt.
Alternative Spring Break places groups 
of college students, faculty and staff in 
communities across the United States and 
Canada to perform service projects.
These include Project Lazarus in New 
Orleans.
Project Lazarus provides services to 
people with AIDS who can no longer live 
independently, or whose family can no 
longer take care of them.
In the past, Alternative Spring Break 
has sent students to work with Habitat 
for Humanity in California, to work on 
reservations in South Dakota and to The 
Windsor House, in Huntsville, Alabama. 
The Windsor House is a place to spend time 
with elderly people helping them with basic 
daily housework. 
Alternative Spring Break offers two trips 
to Mexico.
One trip has students work near the 
border with immigrants, while the other trip 
has students work  with homeless children 
on the other side of Mexico.
Students have also traveled to the Big 
Oaks Girls’ Ranch in Alabama. The ranch 
takes in children, usually ranging from 6 
to 18 years old, who have been abused, 
neglected or orphaned. There are 12 houses 
there, with anywhere from eight to 12 girls 
in each home. They also have a “transition 
home” for college girls.
At The Windsor House, students spend 
the week doing small construction projects 
and mentoring some of the girls.
In short, they were helping those who 
needed it.
The students that have signed up for these 
trips should be commended. 
They are proof that not all Eastern 
students are apathetic to the world around 
them.
They prove that some Eastern students 
care about more than partying, binge 
drinking and just hanging out.
While it is too late for Eastern students to 
sign up for Alternative Spring Break, it is not 
to late to do more than spend your time on 
the couch watching talk shows or basketball 
over spring break.
Students can volunteer through other 
organizations as well.
Local libraries and YMCAs always need 
volunteers. An hour out of a day can make 
all the difference to a child who has no 
positive role models in their life.
Local animal shelters welcome college 
students who want to volunteer. 
At the Coles County Animal Rescue and 
Education, college students who volunteer 
walk and play with dogs that are available for 
adoption.
Food pantries, homeless shelters and 
nursing homes are usually understaffed and 
looking for people who are willing to give 
their time.
Volunteering over spring break could be 
as simple as mowing an elderly neighbors 
lawn or baby-sitting for free.
Volunteering helps the community 
as well as allows students to get a better 
understanding of their world and those who 
are less fortunate.
The Daily Eastern News urges all Eastern 
students to do some sort of volunteerism 
over break and prove to everyone that our 
generation is about more than technological 
gadgets, laziness and partying.
The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News editorial board.  
Reach the Opinions editor at DENopinions@gmail.com.
DrawN from thE NEws | TERRENcE NOwicki
"Ever since Britney chopped her 
hair, the music industry has been at 
a stand still.
Kenny Loggins got inducted to 
hollywood’s rockwalk, Bono is 
editing an issue of Vanity fair, and 
Daughtry now has the number 1 
selling album in 
the nation.
wow. someone 
pass me the 
cyanide."
ourview
alternatives to booze
EDitoriaL BoarD
friDay  
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Photo Editor| Jay grabiec
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to CommENt.....
The Daily Eastern News welcomes 
responses to our original content. 
For consideration, e-mail letters to 
DENopinions@gmail.com.
All letters to the editor may be edited 
for accuracy, clarity and length. Letters 
250 words or fewer have the best chance 
of being published. Only letters that 
include a name, address and phone 
number that are verified by The DEN will 
be considered for print publication.
You may also choose to join in 
conversations taking place online by going 
to www.dennews.com. 
CoLumNist | MichaEl PETERsON
Michael Peterson is a junior journalism major.
he can be reached at mtpeterson@eiu.edu
michael
Peterson
Back in 2005, Eastern’s student radio 
station went through a major format 
change. It changed from WEIU-FM 88.9 
to Hit-Mix 88.9. Their new format was self 
described on their Web site as, “We’re not 
too slow. We don’t rock too hard. A touch 
of country. Just the biggest hits you’ve loved 
and love. A perfect mix of great songs.”
Not too slow and it doesn’t rock too 
hard? That’s an interesting choice for a 
station that is run by students and for 
students. Maybe I’m crazy, but shouldn’t 
college radio stations be pushing the 
envelope and taking risks? Instead, the DJs 
who work for Hit-Mix have to adhere to a 
strict play list and are not allowed to create 
their own shows. On the upside, the DJs are 
allowed to take requests from listeners.
Another problem with Hit-Mix is their 
lack of taking risks. The station will not play 
rap, hip-hop or hard rock. Is it just me, or 
is it a little odd when our student-run radio 
station is less edgy than a station that our 
parents would listen to? For example, Hit-
Mix does not play any Metallica songs. They 
don’t just exclude their songs that contain 
swearing; they don’t play any of their songs.
 However, Hit-Mix has a variety of 
“hits” ranging from the 50s to today. With 
Hit-Mix’s pursuit of trying to appeal to 
everyone, it has ended up appealing to no 
one. Why would someone listen to a radio 
station that plays a song that they like once 
every two hours when they could just pop 
out their iPod and get instant gratification? 
It just doesn’t make sense.
 It is no secret that not many students 
listen to Hit-Mix. I’m sure it has a devoted 
fan base, but the average Eastern student 
doesn’t listen to it regularly. Granted, even 
before WEIU-FM turned into Hit-Mix, the 
number of listeners was still relatively small. 
Perhaps the problem of why students aren’t 
listening is rooted much deeper. But either 
way, turning Eastern student’s station into a 
glorified version of MUSAQ is not going to 
help matters.
But don’t get me wrong; Hit-Mix has 
many positive aspects as well. It allows for 
students who are interesting in getting into 
the radio business to be able to get their feet 
wet and learn the tricks of the trade. I just 
personally wish that Eastern’s radio station 
would allow for their students to have more 
creative control over what they are doing.
However, students who do want more 
creative control over the music they play 
do have the option of becoming a DJ for 
The Odyssey, Eastern’s Internet-only radio 
station. Unfortunately, The Odyssey pulls in 
even less listeners than Hit-Mix.
All in all, Hit-Mix is not bad, but it 
could use some tweaking. Maybe allowing 
the student DJs unique personalities to 
blossom in more customized shows would 
be a step in the right direction. Also, 
allowing the DJs to play rap and hard rock 
would also help since that is the majority 
of what college students listen to. Besides, 
there is nothing wrong with taking risks and 
mixin’ it up once in a while.
hit-Mix should 
mix more music
what othErs thiNK | illiNOis sTaTE
A Boston woman is suing Planned 
Parenthood and two doctors in a 
malpractice suit for a failed abortion 
procedure. The woman claims she could 
not afford to have the child, which is why 
she went in for the abortion in the first 
place. Jennifer Raper, 45, went to Planned 
Parenthood in April 2004, a month after 
she found out she was pregnant, to have 
the procedure. Allegedly, the abortion was 
done incorrectly, and the woman remained 
pregnant. This woman is setting a huge 
precedent for what people are going to be 
able to sue for in medical malpractice cases. 
While its too late for her to reverse what 
happened to her, she can still love and care 
for this child just as if she had planned for it.
Are you building your dream, or 
someone else’s? Own your own 
business. Visit http://4prosperity.
usana.com
––––––––––––––––––3/8
GET THE FINANCIAL HELP 
YOU NEED…REGARDLESS OF 
YOUR CREDIT SCORE! DEBT 
CONSOLIDATION, PERSONAL 
LOANS AND MORE. FROM $3K-
$300K CALL 1-866-381-2298. 
NO FEES.
–––––––––––––––––3/27
CTF needs FT or PT direct care 
staff to assist individuals with 
developmental disabilities with 
daily living skills and individual 
training goals in group homes. 
Looking for self motivated staff 
who will advocate for the needs 
of residents.  Shifts available on 
evenings, overnights or early 
morning.  Must be available 
weekends and holidays.  Must 
be at least 18 years old w/ 
HS diploma or GED.  Requires 
successful completion of criminal 
background check.  Requires valid 
driver’s license with satisfactory 
driving record.  Preference given 
to applicants who will be available 
to work spring break or over 
summer.  Apply in person at 521 
7th St., Charleston.  www.ctfillinois.
org EOE
–––––––––––––––––  3/9
WEEKEND WORK AVAILABLE at 
Innovative Staff Solutions. Starting 
March 9, 2007. SATURDAY AND 
SUNDAY ONLY. 2nd shift- 4:30pm 
to 3:00am. $11.50 per hour. 
Assembly positions in Sullivan, IL. 
Positions will last from 4 to 10 
weeks. Must be 18 years old, solid 
work history, great attendance, 
must submit to a drug screen, 
able to lift up to 50lbs, perform 
repetitive movement, able to stand 
for up to 10 hours. Earn extra CA$H 
before summer. 704 Broadway 
Ave Mattoon, IL 61938. 217-235-
2299. www.staffsolutions.biz. 
––––––––––––––––––3/9
Winter/Spring Positions Available 
Earn up to $150 per day, Experience 
not required.  Undercover 
shoppers needed To Judge Retail 
and Dining Establishments.  Call 
800-722-4791
–––––––––––––––––3/30
!Bartending!  Up to $250/ day.  No 
experience necessary.  Training 
provided. 800-965-6520 ext. 239
–––––––––––––––––4/30
We pay up to $75/Survey! www.
CashToSpend.com
–––––––––––––––––– 00
Night Owls Needed.  Insert crew 
needed at the Daily Eastern News. 
12:00am-2:30am.  Apply at 1802 
Buzzard Hall.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
Full size IKEA loft/desk unit for sale 
$150.  Call Jess 224-627-7705.
––––––––––––––––––3/9
Roommates wanted fall 2007, 
Male looking for 3 roommates in 
4 bedroom house across from 
buzzard. $220 a month plus 
utilities. 217-343-8468
–––––––––––––––––3/30
FALL ‘07. 2 bed, 1 bath home. 
Great location. Campus side of 
Lincoln. A/C, W/D, trash included. 
No pets. $300/person. 345-
5037.
––––––––––––––––––3/9
FALL ‘07. 3 bed, 1 bath home. 
Great location. Campus side of 
Lincoln. A/C, W/D, trash included. 
No pets. $300/person. 345-
5037.
––––––––––––––––––3/9
4 BD 2 BATH NEW APT Washer/ 
Dryer and free parking. 1140 
Edgar Dr. 345-6100. www.
jbapartments.com.
––––––––––––––––––3/9
Very Unique 2 bdrm apts, loft 
bdrms, sundeck, cathedral ceilings. 
To much to list. $245-300/mo. 
217-345-6527 call between 10:00 
a.m.-8:00 p.m. leave message.
––––––––––––––––––3/9
Fall 2007: 11 Bedroom - 1102 6th 
Street; 4 Bedroom - 1800 12th 
Street; 5 Bedroom - 1204 Garfield; 
2 Bedroom - 1705 12th Street. 
Call (217) 868-5610.
–––––––––––––––––3/12
2 bedroom 1 bathroom. 
Starting Aug ‘07. 1546 3rd St. 
217.345.6929.
–––––––––––––––––3/23
G R A D / U P P E R C L A S S M A N 
STUDENTS:VERY NICE 2 BEDROOM 
DUPLEXES,TWO BLOCKS WEST OF 
LANTZ. OFF STREET PARKING. 
CALL 345-7682 LEAVE MESSAGE!
–––––––––––––––––3/23
For Lease: Fall 2007, great 
location!! 2 Bedroom duplex, 
washer/dryer, central air, off 
street parking, trash-yard mowing 
included, 10 mo. Lease no 
pets 24/7 maintenance, local 
management, call today 217-346-
3583 or visit our website www.
eiustudenthousing.com
–––––––––––––––––– 00
NEW LUXURY 1 AND 3 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS FOR AUGUST 07-08, 
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN 
ON 6TH STREET. CENTRAL HEAT, A/
C, AND LAUNDRY FACILITY. WATER 
ALLOWANCE, TRASH SERVICE, AND 
OFF STREET PARKING INCLUDED. 
348-8249 www.ppwrentals.com
–––––––––––––––––– 00
2 BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Center. 
Mediacom Cable & Internet incl, 
central a/c. $300/person. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
–––––––––––––––––3/30
ONLY ONE.  Brittany Ridge 
townhouse for 4-5.  Great, 
responsive landlord.  345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
–––––––––––––––––3/30
1 person looking for a roomy 
apt?  Try this 2 BR priced for one 
@ $420/mo.  INTERNET, CABLE, 
WATER INCLUDED.   345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
–––––––––––––––––3/30
MONEYWISE 1 & 2 BR apts. for 1 
or 2.  Most include cable & internet. 
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor.
–––––––––––––––––3/30
2 & 3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/
O’Brien.  Washer/Dryer, A/C.  345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor.
–––––––––––––––––3/30
ONE CHECK PER MONTH PAYS 
IT ALL, WE TAKE CARE OF THE 
REST.  FEW REMAINING.  CHECK 
US OUT AT WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR 
CALL 345-6210, 549-0212 FOR 
SHOWING.
–––––––––––––––––3/30
2 Bedroom Apartments  2 Different 
Locations.  Extremely nice. 
Washer/Dryer, Air Conditioned, 
Trash Included.  No Pets.  217-
348-3075.
–––––––––––––––––3/30
1 br.apt. close to campus. 
Includes gas,trash,water@$350 
month.345-9422
–––––––––––––––––3/30
PET FRIENDLY APTS/DUPLEXES 
CHECK US OUT AT EIPROPS@
HOTMAIL.COM OR 345-6210, 
549-0212
–––––––––––––––––3/30
TROUBLED BY ALLERGIES...ALL 
CERAMIC TILE UNITS AVAILABLE. 
CHECK US OUT AT WWW.EIPROPS.
COM, OR CALL 345-6210, 549-
0212
–––––––––––––––––3/30
07-08’ Nice four bedroom 2 bath 
house.1609 10th street. Large 
living room,kitchen and large,2 
car detached garage. Fenced in 
backyard $325month/per person. 
Call 217-240-3111
–––––––––––––––––3/30
BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM 1 1/2 
BATH 3 CAR ATTACHED GARAGE. 
ALL NEW APPLIANCES, WASHER/
DRYER, CENTRAL AIR, TRASH 
INCLUDED.217-348-3075
––––––––––––––––––4/9
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 1,2, &, 
3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
4 LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM 
345-6533
–––––––––––––––––– 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2 
person Central air, w/d, garage. 
No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
–––––––––––––––––– 00
University Village. 4 bedroom 
houses $450/per person. All 
utilities included.345-1400
–––––––––––––––––– 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. Across 
from Lantz. Fully Furnished. 
Call Today for Lowered Rates. 
Grantview Apartments. 345-3353.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
New construction: Available Fall 
07. 3 BR 2 bath townhouse, two 
can garage 1 block from campus. 
Call 630-505-8374 for showing. 
Call now only one left.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree apartments. 
Studio, 1, 2, 3 bedrooms, close to 
campus, pool, individual leases. 
Call 345-6000
–––––––––––––––––– 00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with 
furnished leather furniture. 10 or 
12 month lease. 254-8458 or 
273-2048.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
GREAT LOCATION 2007-2008 
SCHOOL YEAR.  VERY NICE  2, 
3, & 6 BEDROOM HOUSES, 
TOWNHOUSES AND APARTMENTS. 
FOR MORE INFO VISIT US AT 
myeiuhome.com OR CALL US AT 
(217)493-7559.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
FALL 2007 3,2 BEDROOM HOUSES. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. 415 
HARRISON. $240/PERSON.  348-
5032
–––––––––––––––––– 00
3 bedroom apartments, walking 
distance to campus. Partially 
furnished.  11 1/2 month lease 
$250 each.  10 month lease $260 
each.  345-3554 or 346-3161.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
NOW LEASING for Fall 07- 
1,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great 
locations,some include wireless 
internet. Call for details 345-7286
–––––––––––––––––– 00
***7 BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR OLD 
MAIN.  2 1/2 BATHS 2 KITCHENS. 
WASHER, DRYER, CENTRAL AIR. 
217-345-6967 or 549-6967***.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
*******Fall 07-08 Many New 
1,2,3 and 4 BR APTS Starting as 
low as $240 mo. PP. 348-7746 
or visit www.CharlestonILApts.com. 
*******
–––––––––––––––––– 00
For Rent 5 or 6 bedroom house 
and efficiencies.  2 blocks from 
campus on 7th St.  . Call 217-728-
8709
–––––––––––––––––– 00
Four and Three BDRM Duplexes. 
BUZZARD BUILDING. One Block, 
Partly Furnished, Water & Trash 
Paid, Lawn Services. 345-3253
–––––––––––––––––– 00
GIRLS: Nice Five & Three BDRM 2 
Bath Homes. One Block North
 OLD MAIN. C/A, W/D, Dishwasher, 
Trash, Lawn Services. 345-3253
–––––––––––––––––– 00
VILLAGE RENTALS Renting for 
2007-2008 2 bedroom remodeled 
apts., 3 bedroom house. Laundry 
facilities and close to campus. Call 
(217) 345-2516 EHO
–––––––––––––––––– 00
3 BEDROOM Duplex 2009 11th St. 
Great Location $310 each. 345-
6100 www.jensenrentals.com
–––––––––––––––––– 00
Royal Heights Apts (behind 
Subway):  3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath 
Unit.  Underground Parking.  Call 
Becky for Rates.  345-0936.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
FALL ‘07 - ‘08. 1426 9TH ST. 3 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. CENTRAL 
AIR, DECK, OFF STREET PARKING. 
LEASE AND SECURITY REQUIRED. 
NO PETS. 348-8305.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
FALL ‘07-’08; 1,2&3 BR.. APTS. 
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED. 
PLENTY OF OFF STREET  PARKING. 
BUCHANAN ST. APTS.. CALL 345-
1266.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
Renting for Fall 2007! Four & six 
bedroom house within walking 
distance of campus. Call 345-
2467
–––––––––––––––––– 00
5 BEDROOM 3 BATH, ALL NEW 
HOUSE.  Right next to campus with 
all the amenities.  A house you’ll 
love and so will your parents! 
345-9595 or 232-9595.  www.
gbadgerrentals.com.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
GREAT HOUSE FOR 2007-08 AT 
1515 2ND STREET. 3 BATHS, C/A, 
W/D. TRASH INCLUDED. 345-3148 
OR www.pantherpads.com
–––––––––––––––––– 00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS. 1611 
9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST 
OLD MAIN. SUMMER 2007 AND 
FALL 2007-2008 COMPLETELY 
FURNISHED. 3 AND 9 MONTH 
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. CALL 345-
7136
–––––––––––––––––– 00
*******NEW 1 BR APTS 
AVAILABLE AUG 07.  PH 348-
7746.  www.CharlestonILApts.
com*******
–––––––––––––––––– 00
PRICE REDUCED:  BRITTANY RIDGE 
-- RENTING FOR 07-08 SCHOOL 
YEAR.  4 BEDROOMS 2.5 BATH. 
UNIT HAS REF./STOVE, AND W/D 
INCLUDED.  UP TO 5 STUDENTS 
POSSIBLE.  RENT REDUCED - 
$910.00.  CALL--317-9505.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
MOVE-IN SPECIALS:  BRITTANY 
RIDGE RENTING FOR 07-08 SCHOOL 
YEAR.  3 BEDROOMS 2.5 BATHS, 
UP TO 4 STUDENTS.  UNITS HAVE 
W/D, REF., AND STOVE INCLUDED. 
RENT REDUCED--$810.00 TOTAL 
RENT.  CALL 217.234.RENT.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007 
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS 
FURNISHED; WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH APT; 2 BLOCKS FROM 
CAMPUS. call 217-493-7559
–––––––––––––––––– 00 
Price reduced!! Brittany Ridge 
townhouse 07-08 school year. 
3 bdrm 2 1/2 bath, W/D, D/W, 
central air, located within walking 
distance of EIU.  Free parking and 
trash.$810/month Call (217) 508-
8035.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
4 BD 2 BATH NEW APT Washer/ 
Dryer and free parking. 1140 
Edgar Dr. 345-6100. www.
jbapartments.com.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
RENTING FOR 07-08.  4 BEDROOM 
HOUSES AVAILABLE.  SANDERS & 
CO. 217-234-RENT.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY through 
August 8,2007 1 bedroom 
apartment 1 1/2 blocks north of 
Old Main on 6th Street.348-8249 
www.ppwrentals.com
–––––––––––––––––– 00
FALL 07 - 2BR 12th or 18th Street 
at $240 per person.  See www.
CharlestonILApts.com.  Ph. 348-
7746.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
FALL 07 - 4BR 2 Bath duplexes 
1520 9th Street $350 per 
person.  Stove, refrig, micro, 
dishwasher, washer/dryer.  See 
www.CharlestonILApts.com.  Ph. 
348-7746.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
FALL 07 - 1BR Polk or A Street 
$495 per mo.  See www.
CharlestonILApts.com.  Ph. 348-
7746.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
LOOKING FOR something 
different? We have some 1,2&3 
bedroom apts that fit the bill. 
Modern,attractive,away from EIU 
traffic. Dishwashers,laundry,A/C. 
Williams Rentals 345-7286
–––––––––––––––––– 00
NICE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENT ON THE SQUARE. 
CENTRAL A/C, CARPETED, 
DISHWASHER. AVAILABLE JUNE 1. 
$450/MONTH INCLUDES TRASH 
AND WATER. 345-4010.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
For Lease: Fall 2007, 3 and 4 
bedroom apt., central air, ceiling 
fans, washer/dryer, off street 
parking, trash-yard mowing 
included, 10 1/2 month lease, 
no pets, 24/7 maintenance, local 
management, DSL wiring in all 
rooms. Great Location. Call today 
217.346.3583 or visit our website 
at www.eiustudenthousing.com
–––––––––––––––––– 00
For Lease: Fall 2007, 2 or 3 
bedroom house-2,3,4, or 5 
tenants. Rent that best suites 
you. Ceiling fans, yard mowing 
included, no pets. Great location-
close to O’Brien football field, off 
street parking, 10 mo. lease, 24/7 
maintenance, local management. 
Pictures and more information at 
www.eiustudenthousing.com
–––––––––––––––––– 00
FIRST TIME avail to students- cute 
house for 3 females. Grant street, 
Custom kitchen, w/d, a/c, new ref, 
really nice. No pets. 345-7286
–––––––––––––––––– 00
TUDOR STYLE HOME, avail to 
female students for the first time. 
Sunken living room, Dining room, 
Full basement, w/d, 4 bedrooms, 
no pets. 345-7286
–––––––––––––––––– 00
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395.
–––––––––––––––––– 00
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Student Classified Rates
$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
581-2812
9-4 M-F
Classified Advertising Rates
Monthly Online classified advertising 
available 
@ www.dennews.com
$10$10
NOW it’s time to find a place for Fall 2006.
1 & 2 person apts., 3 & 4 BR houses, Brittany
Ridge Townhouses for 2-5.
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217-345-4489 Fax: 345-4472
Come and get ‘em!
2 & 3 Bedroom houses - good locations, w/d, a/c
1 & 2 Bedroom apts. - most with cable & internet
Goo  places, good landlords, good prices, good tenants
call for
appointment!
www.dennews.com | the daily eastern news | Friday 3.9.07 news6
non sequitur | wiley miller
Lio | mark tatulli
ACROSS
1 Designer for
Jackie
5 When one
might have a
late lunch
10 Damage
assessment grp.
14 One-sixth of an
inch
15 Indian palace
16 Long periods
17 Yield
18 Web listings for
an old western?
20 Remedy
provider
22 Ingredient in a
lyonnaise dish
23 Hockey gear for
rams and ewes?
25 Hot Wheels
company
28 Some are
personal
29 More remote
30 Side in an
annual all-star
game
33 ___ Building,
onetime part of
Rockefeller
Center
36 Cobblers’
cause?
40 Suffix with
ballad
41 Upbeat
42 Beaut
43 Exudation,
maybe
45 Bush White
House dog
46 Part ownership
in a bar?
51 Like some
chemical bonds
52 Expunged
56 Comment on a
woman from
Copenhagen?
58 “___ living”
59 Strip between
stripes
60 Loud rumble?
61 Pilgrimage
62 Added
conditions
63 Syrian leader
64 Days of ___
DOWN
1 Kind of column
2 Teller of stories
3 Unbleached: Fr.
4 Soprano, for one
5 Dutch beer
6 A lake or a
Chevy
7 “Movin’ Out”
Tony winner
8 Ebbs
9 Good cheer
10 Deceptions
11 “Sesame
Street” regular
12 Speedy sharks
13 Part of 
57-Down: Abbr.
19 Ton of bricks,
e.g.
21 Sci-fi writer 
___ S. Tepper
24 The Green
Hornet’s valet
25 Tiny critter
26 Pain
27 Stratum
30 “___, me?”
31 The invaders in
“The Invaders”
32 Farm enclosure
33 Equine color
34 R&B’s Winans
35 Pallid
37 Rum drink
38 Deal gently with
39 Biology topic
43 Looks
44 Like most music
in record stores
nowadays
45 Washed
46 Actress Lindsay
47 Seemingly
forever
48 Sea eagles
49 Muddies
50 Book after
Daniel
51 Spanish
vacation site
53 Not esto or eso
54 PC operator
55 Opinion
57 Physicians’ grp.
Puzzle by Dan Reichert
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
E P E E C A R O L P A T S
S A R A A C E L A R O A N
Q W E R T Y U I O P O L I O
U N C L E S D R O O P
E S T E R A S D F G H J K L
S I L L H E E L S
D I N S A I D A A T S E A
R N A Z X C V B N M T I T
A N G L E E D E N S S N S
N I G E R T E S H
K E Y B O A R D S P E A R L
A S S H E S U R R E Y
J O A N T Y P E W R I T E R
A R N O A M O R E F I L E
W R E N R E T I E F E S S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24
25 26 27 28
29 30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39
40 41 42
43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50
51 52 53 54 55
56 57 58
59 60 61
62 63 64
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Sudoku By Michael Mepham
Solution to Thursday’s puzzle
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
© 2007 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
3/23/07
Level: 1 2 3 4
Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!
Campus gathers 
to celebrate 
international 
Women’s Day
By Ashley Mefford
activities reporter
Carly Riley led a 
group to Lumpkin Hall 
shouting words through a 
megaphone.
Riley, a senior English 
major with a minor in 
professional writing and 
women’s studies, is the 
president of the Women’s 
Studies Student Club.
Thursday was 
International Women’s Day.
 A group of approximately 
15 people met outside Old 
Main and proceeded to 
march to Lumpkin Hall.
Penka Skachkova, the 
coordinator of the women’s 
studies minor, put the event 
together. The Women’s 
Studies Student Club 
organized and coordinated 
the march.    
“The Women’s Studies 
Student Organization is 
hosting this march because 
of International Women’s 
Day,” Riley said. “IWD 
is always on the eighth of 
March, and it’s a major day 
of global celebration for the 
economic, political and social 
achievements of women.”
The group assembled 
outside Old Main at 6 p.m. 
and listened to Skachkova 
read a speech about women’s 
rights.
“On March 8, 1857 
International Women’s Day 
was started. It was started to 
fix the inhumane working 
conditions that women 
worked in. 
On March 8, 1908, 
women march in New 
York City for International 
Women’s Day,” she read. 
Cars in traffic honked as 
the group walked to Lumpkin 
Hall, which excited the 
group and made them cheer 
and chant even louder.
The group chanted many 
different chants including: 
“Hey, hey, ho, ho, sexism has 
got to go,” and “What do we 
want? Equality. When do we 
want it? Now.” 
Another chant was 
“Celebrate women, celebrate 
diversity.”  
Being an immigrant made 
the march have a purpose 
for Sham’ah Md-Yunus, 
an elementary education 
professor.  
“I’m going to support this 
because of immigrant faculty 
and the struggle and success 
of women,” Md-Yunus said.  
A small group came to the 
march, but the group that 
did come was very passionate 
about women’s rights and 
equality.  
Riley encouraged the 
group to go and tell their 
friends about what views they 
were trying to get across.
“We don’t recognize it as 
much as other countries,” 
Riley said. “I’m so glad to 
see so many faces because 
they will talk to their friend 
about what we are trying to 
get across.” 
This march was to 
celebrate how far women 
have come regarding equality, 
but also acknowledged what 
still needs to be done to be an 
equal.  Sace Elder, assistant 
professor of history, thought 
that the march was a good 
way to celebrate women and 
all the work that has been 
done for equality. 
“I came tonight to 
celebrate accomplishments 
and things still that need to 
be done,” she said.
‘sexism 
has got 
to go’
internAtionAL 
WoMen’s DAy
»has been in existence since the 
early 1900s.
» thousands of  events are held 
throughout the world to celebrate 
the achievements of  women.
John BAiLey|
the DAiLy eAstern neWs
Penka skachkova, 
coordinator of  the 
women’s studies 
program, reads a poem 
before the star t of  
the women’s march to 
lumpkin hall thursday 
night in front of  old main.
the march was to 
bring awareness to 
international women’s 
day and women’s history 
and awareness month. 
international women’s 
day was first celebrated 
in the early 1900s and is 
used to bring awareness 
to the achievements of  
women worldwide. 
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FRID
AY:
Domestic Bottles
Premium Rums
Live Music w/ Javelone & Dive Bar
SATU
RDAY
: YOU CALL IT! (Jager, SoCo, Bacardi, Tanqueray, Etc.)
SUND
AY:
Coors Light Pints
Coors Light Pitchers
Rail Mixers
Live Music w/ Caleb Cook
$1.75
$2.50
$2.50
$1.00
$4.00
$1.50
Grant View Apartments
Brand new across from Lantz
•4 Bedroom/2 Bathrooms
•Fully furnished
•Spaces available for Spring & Fall 2007
Call Today for Reservations
345-3353 or grantviewapts.com
close to campus
located on the corner of
1st and grant Did you know...
Your financial aid will pay for 
your off campus housing!!!
Just ask us!
   
    
     
     U
niversity Village 
217.345.1400
WE ARE RAISING THE BAR IN STUDENT HOUSING AT EIU
APPLY ONLINE TODAY AT
www.universityvillagehousing.com
3 Bedroom
Fully Furnished
Washer/Dryer
•
•
•
Free Shuttle
New Construction
$2550/semester 
        (or $425 per month)
•
•
•
BECAUSE I SAID SO (PG 13) 
DAILY 6:45  FRI SAT 9:15  SAT SUN MAT 2:00
NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM (PG)
DAILY 7:00  FRI SAT 9:30  SAT SUN MAT 2:15
SHOWTIMES FOR MAR 9 – 15
300 (R) ON THREE SCREENS
3:30  4:45  6:10  7:30  9:00  10:10 
SAT SUN MAT 12:30  1:50  
THE ULTIMATE GIFT (PG) 3:50  
6:30  9:15 SAT SUN MAT 1:00
WILD HOGS (PG 13) 4:00  6:45  
9:30 SAT SUN MAT 1:30
ZODIAC (R) 4:10  7:40 SAT SUN 
MAT 12:45
NUMBER 23 (R) 5:30  7:50  10:05 
SAT SUN MAT 2:15
GHOST RIDER (PG 13) 4:20  7:15  
9:50 SAT SUN MAT 1:40
BRIDGE TO TERIBITHIA (PG) 3:40 
6:20  8:45 SAT SUN MAT 1:15
MUSIC & LYRICS (PG 13)  4:30  
7:00  9:40 SAT SUN MAT 2:00
Have a Safe and 
Happy Spring Break   
From the DEN!
schuette sets 
softball standard
Men’s and WOMen’s Tennis | eastern vs morehead state
OuT Of BOunds
matt daniels is  a 
junior journalism major. he can be 
reached at mwdaniels@eiu.edu.
What Kim Schuette did last year 
for the Eastern softball program is 
nothing short of remarkable.
She turned a team accustomed 
to losing instantly into a team 
accustomed to winning. 
She turned around a program 
that had experienced six straight 
losing seasons into its first winning 
season since 1998. 
She had her team one win away 
from making the Ohio Valley 
Conference Tournament final 
and possibly, two wins away from 
the NCAA Tournament last year. 
And now, she’s set the standard 
for the future of Eastern softball.
The Panthers (6-5) get back on the 
field today after nearly a two-week 
layoff out in sunny, San Jose, Calif., 
and the National Invitational 
Tournament, with temperatures 
expected in the 70s all weekend. 
And how Eastern will play after 
nearly two weeks away from actual 
competition, and limited work on 
an outside facility is up in the air.
The Panthers have been 
practicing outside, getting the 
majority of their work done outside 
at O’Brien Stadium, the football 
field. The teams Eastern faces this 
weekend aren’t guaranteed wins 
either. 
Softball in California is played 
year-round, and with the Panthers 
facing six California teams during 
their six-day stay in the state, it will 
prove an early test to see how good 
this team can actually be.
And good they should be. 
Eastern was picked sixth in 
the OVC, which senior shortstop 
Chelsea Adams said “kind of pissed 
us off just because we did have a 
good year last year so it was kind 
of like all that we did last year, they 
weren’t giving us any credit.”
Coming off a 36-26 season, 
with eight starters and their two 
top pitchers returning, a sixth-
place predicted finish should irk 
Schuette’s squad. 
But her team is basically the 
equivalent of their head coach. Laid-
back, with a calm demeanor off the 
field, but intense and competitive 
as can be on the field. Schuette is 
the perfect coach to blend with all 
the talent and experience she has 
on this year’s team. Three seniors 
(catcher Sandyn Short, Adams 
and first baseman Katy Steele) are 
the main contributors this season, 
and have been in their first three 
seasons in Charleston. This trio 
should and will carry this team. 
Combine that with the speed (14 
stolen bases through 11 games, 
compared with 5 stolen bases from 
their opponents) and sound defense 
(10 Panther errors compared to 21 
opponent errors) Eastern has the 
special intangibles needed to make 
this season a memorable one.
“I just think it’s fun because for 
once I think, softball in general, is 
going to be a big topic (at Eastern),” 
Short said last week. “I think that 
the OVC teams that put us sixth are 
in for a very rude awakening. But 
that’s OK because we hope they 
take us a little bit for granted and 
show up and show them what we 
can do.”
What Schuette and her team 
can do is right there for them.The 
standard has been set, and anything 
less than a deep run into the OVC 
Tournament, along with a possible 
NCAA Tournament berth, would 
be a disappointment for Eastern 
softball. The two-week layoff gave 
the players a time to relax, think 
and prepare for the 
rest of the season. 
Because the rest of 
the season, and the 
true measure of 
what this Panther 
softball squad can 
do, begins today.
By Brandy Provaznik 
staff  reporter
The cracking surface at Darling 
Courts has made some of the tennis 
courts unplayable.
But that won’t stop this weekend’s 
match against Morehead State from 
being held there this weekend, said 
head coach John Blackburn. 
Water got underneath the surface 
of the court and caused cracking 
during the winter, Blackburn said.
The courts are 10 years old and 
Blackburn said as they age it is easier 
for this kind of thing to happen.
“It is unfortunate that some 
courts got cracked throughout the 
winter, but there is nothing we can 
do except work around it,” said 
freshman Hayley Homburg.
Three courts are still playable but 
Blackburn said the matches would 
take longer because not all courts 
are going to be used.
With only three courts, 
Blackburn said he is expecting both 
the men’s and women’s match to 
each take around four hours.
“The time it will take is a little 
inconvenient but there is no reason 
we can’t get things done,” Blackburn 
said.
Senior Madina Mambetova said 
they have played at places with only 
two courts before and although it 
takes longer, it is not that big of a 
deal.
Senior Chuck Levaque said 
the match taking longer isn’t bad 
because there will be more time for 
teammates to watch each other’s 
matches. 
Levaque said the three doubles’ 
matches would still go first, followed 
by No. 1, 2 and 3 singles. 
No. 4 singles will then wait for 
the first available court and the 
same goes for No. 5 and 6. 
“When I am done, then I can 
go and cheer on everybody else,” 
Levaque said. “Yeah, it will take 
longer but it is kind of worth it.”
In the past, Eastern used all six 
courts at Darling Courts, with the 
men and women playing at the 
same time. 
Blackburn said he is unsure as 
to how long the courts will remain 
cracked because repair is being 
negotiated for the time being.
There was some talk of moving 
this weekend’s match to the 
Champaign Park and Recreation 
District Indoor Facility.
Eastern talked with Morehead 
State and Morehead decided it 
would rather take the extra time out 
on the court than travel for another 
hour and play indoors, Blackburn 
said.
The match this weekend will 
mark the start of Ohio Valley 
Conference play for Eastern and the 
Panthers are glad they get to play at 
home. 
“Before we weren’t sure if we 
were going to play at home or not 
and we were all hoping for home,” 
Mambetova said. “It is really great 
to not have to travel, even if it is just 
an hour.” 
Junior Stephanie Harmazy said 
coming off the win at Bradley also 
adds to that confidence level and 
makes them more excited going 
into this weekend. 
“Both teams are coming 
off really strong wins with the 
women at Bradley and the men at 
Illinois State and Indianapolis last 
weekend,” Blackburn said. “Because 
of those wins we are going into this 
weekend with more confidence and 
toughness.”
Panthers play on cracked courts
eastern opens home 
season against Ohio 
Valley Conference foe 
“it is unfortunate 
that some courts 
got cracked 
throughout the 
winter, but there 
is nothing we can 
do except work 
around it.”
Hayley HOMBurg | 
freshman tennis Player
Tennis sPring Break
» the softball team heads to california 
to play in a tournament and the 
baseball team heads south.the men’s 
and women’s tennis teams also travel 
for their own spring break trips. they 
will travel to alabama to play ohio valley 
conference members, samford and 
Jacksonville state. 
» samford: men’s and women’s in 
Birmingham, ala.,  3/14, 1:30 p.m.
» Jacksonville state: men’s and 
women’s in Jacksonville, ala.,  3/15, 
1:30 p.m.
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sportsschedule
softball | NatioNal iNvitatioNal tourNameNt
amir prellberg | the daily eastern news 
Senior pitcher Drew Gierich practices his delivery as junior pitcher tyler Brandon watches at baseball practice on Wednesday afternoon.
SoFtBall
today vs. Cal-poly|
2:30 p.m. San Jose, Calif.
BaSeBall
today at belmont| 
3 p.m. Nashville
SoFtBall
today vs. san Jose state| 
8 p.m. San Jose, Calif.
WomeN’S teNNiS
satUrday vs. morehead state| 
Noon Champaign
meN’S teNNiS
satUrday vs. morehead state| 
3 p.m. Champaign
SoFtBall
satUrday vs. California| 
Noon San Jose, Calif.
BaSeBall
satUrday at belmont| 
1 p.m. Nashville
SoFtBall
satUrday vs. UC riverside| 
5:30 p.m. San Jose, Calif.
triplethreat
Jay grabieC | the daily eastern news 
Junior ashley robison delivers a pitch during softball practice on 
monday afternoon at o’Brien Stadium. the Panthers will travel to 
the National invitational tournament to play various California teams. 
eastern plays Cal-Poly in the first game in San Jose, Calif. 
Clash in 
California 
baseball | SPriNG Break triP
eastern’s softball team will hit the 
beaches to soak up the sun’s rays 
when it visits the state of  California this 
weekend.
today, they begin play in the 
National invitational tournament with 
two games. on Saturday, the Panthers 
face one of  the most elite programs in 
the nation, No. 22 California.
eastern head coach kim Schuette 
(above) and her team will try to win 
against teams from the West Coast this 
weekend, where softball is a year-round 
endeavor.
Softball reigns supreme in the West. 
Here are the top three West 
Coast teams in the nation that should 
challenge for the NCaa title.
1. arizona – the No. 1 Wildcats look to 
defend their national crown behind the 
hitting of  World Championship batter Caitlin 
lowe. arizona is seeking its eighth national 
championship in softball and is 21-2 this 
season. the Wildcats this season are without 
pitcher alicia Hollowell, a member of  the uSa 
national team, who graduated last year. in 
her junior and senior years, Hollowell had a 
combined 954 strikeouts. 
2. arizona state – the No. 6 team in the 
nation is looking toward oklahoma City and 
the Pacific-10 Conference Championship. 
the Sun Devils look to make their 13th 
WCWS series appearance. they hope to do 
that through the pitching of  katie Burkhart 
and the hitting of  kaitlin Cochran, a member 
of  the uSa Softball university team.
3. UCla – although the Bruins are ranked 
16th in the country, they could make a run 
to the national championship. the Bruins 
will be led behind the pitching of  angelica 
Selden. She worked through the innings as a 
freshman to finish second to michigan in the 
2005 WCWS. as a freshman, senior kristen 
Dedmon had the game-winning rBi in the 
2004 NCaa Championship game against 
California.  
-kevin murphy
eastern packs bags, headed to Charleston
The Panthers will be traveling 
to Charleston for spring break.
No, they won’t be staying at 
Eastern. 
The baseball team is headed 
to Charleston, S.C., to play three 
different schools in the second 
largest city in South Carolina.
Before heading to the East 
Coast, the team starts off its annual 
spring break trip with a three-game 
set against Belmont in Nashville, 
Tenn. 
The Bruins are 8-2 this season 
and will face the Panthers on 
three consecutive days, starting 
on Friday at 3 p.m. The last time 
Eastern played Belmont was in 
2001, when the Panthers swept a 
doubleheader, 13-7 and 9-1.
The Panthers will travel more 
than 550 miles to Charleston, 
S.C., to play one game against both 
Charleston Southern and College 
of Charleston. Eastern closes out 
the spring break trip with a three 
game series against The Citadel 
from March 16-18.
The road trip will get the 
Panthers some additional field 
experience after poor weather 
at Eastern has kept the team’s 
practices indoor or on the artificial 
surface of the football field.
Senior third baseman Ryan 
Campbell has chance to hit more 
doubles than any other player in 
school history during the weeklong 
road trip. 
Campbell needs only five more 
to tie current Eastern hitting 
coach Sean Lyons with 56 career 
doubles.  
–Sports Reporter Joe Waltasti
Kim Schuette is returning to 
coach in a tournament she used to 
help organize.
The second-year Eastern 
softball head coach and her team 
begin play today in the National 
Invitational Tournament in San 
Jose, Calif. The tournament is 
hosted by San Jose State, where 
Schuette was an assistant coach 
from 2002-04. 
“This past summer, I talked 
to the former coach there and we 
decided that we would make a trip 
out there,” Schuette said. 
Schuette almost changed her 
mind, saying she wasn’t sure her 
team could handle the competition 
in California. But after a strong 
fall, Schuette said she changed 
her mind and decided to send the 
team out there. 
The competition at the 
tournament will be tough, 
especially when the Panthers take 
on national power California at 
noon on Saturday.
“I think the core of our team is 
young and I think it’s a pat on the 
back for our three seniors to face 
a team like that,” Schuette said 
about playing California, who is 
ranked 22nd in the nation. 
Eastern (6-5) opens up the 
tournament today against Cal Poly 
(13-6) and San Jose State (3-9). 
Eastern then will play California 
(13-9) and UC Riverside (10-11) 
on Saturday. The Panthers face 
UC Davis (8-7) Sunday morning 
before playing Iowa State (7-15) 
in the team’s final game of the 
tournament Sunday.
–Sports Editor Matt Daniels
“i think the  
core of  our team 
is young and 
i think it’s a 
pat on the back 
for our three 
seniors to face a 
team like that.”
kim sChUette | HeaD 
SoFtBall CoaCH
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a different type of spring break
By Beth Hackett
Activities Reporter
It’s affordable.
It’s a good way to make connections.
It’s an opportunity to take one week to 
help the less fortunate. 
Laura Keating, a senior education major, 
will be participating in her third consecutive 
Alternative Spring Break trip this week. 
Keating has traveled to Florida and 
Tennessee, and she will be going to 
Louisiana this week. 
“The first time I went, I did not know a 
single person or a thing about the event, I 
just went,” she said. “But I ended up making 
friends and meeting some great people.”
Last year, Keating recruited six of her 
friends to go along, and this year she will be 
“flying solo” again. 
Alternative Spring Break is an 
opportunity for students to volunteer and 
experience different social issues. 
Among those who students interact with 
and help are people with AIDS, mental 
disabilities and foster children. 
There are several different kinds of 
opportunities for the students to choose 
from. 
“One of the most popular on the list 
this year is Habitat for Humanity, which 
entails outdoor work and interacting with 
families,” said Doris Nordin, coordinator of 
the Student Volunteer Center.
This semester, Natural Conservancy in 
Georgia filled up quickly as well.  
Students go to clean rivers, woods and 
basically work for the environment.
Another big hit this year is the Big Oaks 
Ranch, which 15 students have signed up 
for, Nordin said.
Loren Poetz, a sophomore education 
major, was inspired to sign up because 
she knew a couple people who had gone 
last semester and thought about the 
opportunity. 
“I will be going to the Big Oaks Ranch 
site in Alabama, which is for (male) foster 
children,” Poetz said. 
“What we will be doing is manual labor, 
fix-ups and yard work in the morning, 
then break for lunch and the rest of the day 
we will spend time with individual foster 
families.”
There are seven students going and seven 
foster families, so each of the students will 
get to know the individual families.
The foster children will prepare dinner 
for the students and participate in group 
activities. 
“It’s motivating for the kids to have 
outside influences and support,” Poetz said.
She said this option made the most 
sense for her as an education major, since it 
involves working with kids and having fun 
with them. 
Poetz will be attending with her 
boyfriend, as they were both interested in 
the same sites and opportunities. 
The application provides a section where 
applicants can rank the locations and 
organizations by most desired.
 Poetz said the coordinators are more 
than accommodating when it comes to 
choosing locations. 
“They’ll work with you and let you 
prioritize which is more important, location 
or going with someone that you know,” she 
said.  
The Newman Center provides pamphlets, 
which list all the site options and give brief 
explanations of what happens at each. 
Some sites focus on religious aspects, 
some involve working with children and 
others work with refugees. 
“It’s cool because it’s like whatever 
interests you is there; that’s what I liked so 
much about it,” Poetz said. 
She said she is happy to be going to the 
Big Oaks Ranch for spring break because 
otherwise she would be sitting at home not 
doing much. 
Although she would be with her family, 
she said this allows her to do something 
productive with her time. 
“It really just sparked my interest,” she 
said. 
“Alternative Spring Break was certainly 
an eye-opening experience and spending 
time with these kids for a week was truly 
uplifting,” said Monica Genta, a sophomore 
biological sciences major. “It is simply 
amazing how expressing positive attitudes 
and a caring heart can make a distressed 
child smile.”
newman catholic center 
offers students different 
possibilities for break
pHoto suBmitted By newman catHolic center
Amy Tisser,  an Eastern graduate student, sits with children at the St. Francis center in Bessemer, Ala. during Alternative Spring Break in 
2006. Students par ticipating in Alternative Spring Break spend the week helping individuals in need across the country. 
All-inclusive trips make travel affordable
By stacy smith
Activities Reporter
Bikinis. Bronze tans. Clear water.
Florida, Mexico, Arizona and Texas are 
packed during spring break with college 
students looking to escape the cold.
Traveling south for spring break is 
popular among many college students.
“We just had winter, and students are 
ready for warm weather,” said Jennifer 
Carber, employee at Arrow Travel. “This is a 
way they can get a taste of that.”
Since January, a person is required 
to have a passport when entering a new 
country, including Canada and Mexico. This 
new constraint is causing students to stay 
within states for spring break.
“It’s getting difficult for certain places 
to find space because people don’t want to 
spend $100 to get a passport,” said Seirra 
Laughhunn, assistant manager at Cross 
County Travel in Mattoon.
Although the United States does not offer 
inclusive packages for travelers, many other 
locations, like the Caribbean and Mexico, 
do offer these incentives.    
Inclusive packages include airfare, hotel 
cost, meals, beverages and activities.
“All inclusive packages are great because 
you know the total cost of your vacation 
before leaving,” Laughhunn said.
However, the packages are usually offered 
in places that do not have a large variety of 
restaurants, bars or activities.
“In Hawaii, there are so many places to 
eat and drink, people want to try different 
things,” Laughhunn said. “But in Jamaica 
there are a limited number of places to go 
that are safe.”
While the advantages seem beneficial, 
some of these packages can be costly. 
Sometimes food and activities offered only 
pertain to the hotel, so students wanting to 
do other things will have to pay separately. 
“All inclusive is a good value for most 
people, but those who like to party are 
limited,” said Cheri Cooper, owner of All 
Around Travel & Tours Inc. “Once they 
leave the property, they have to start digging 
out of their pockets.”
Some travel agencies recommend all 
inclusive packages if travelers are staying for 
a couple days, but those who stay longer 
may want to venture out more.
“The majority of college students want 
to get there as cheap as possible,” Carber 
said. “The agency is extremely picky about 
which places to recommend, especially when 
it comes to students wanting a one or two 
rating for a hotel.”
A four-night stay in Cancun with an all-
inclusive package costs approximately $800, 
and a seven-night stay is approximately 
$1,200, Carber said. 
Supply and demand causes many popular 
areas to increase expenses up to 40 percent 
during peak vacation times like spring 
break, Carber said.
When shopping at flea markets, suppliers 
often bargain prices and it is recommended 
to take money in small denominations.
“If you go to a flea market and bargain 
two shirts for $12 and give the guy a $20, 
and he leaves to go get your change, you’re 
probably never going to see him again,” 
Laughhunn said. “Take $1 or $5 so you can 
pay exactly what you bargained for.”
Tips to avoid a high-cost spring break 
include bringing only the amount of money 
intended to spend, sharing food, leaving 
credit cards and other types of payments 
behind to prevent impulse shopping and 
keeping money aside for emergencies.
“it’s motivating for the kids to have outside influences 
and support.”
loren poetz |SophomoRE EducATion mAjoR
“all inclusive is a good value for most people, but those 
who like to party are limited.”
cHeri cooper |ownER oF All ARound TRAvEl And TouRS inc.
on the verge
Charleston resident 
started program with 
Recreation Department 
to teach guitar lessons
By Dylan Divit
Verge Reporter
Brad Darr wanted to help 
people learn how to play the 
guitar.
Three years ago, he introduced 
his guitar lesson program to the 
Charleston Parks 
and Recreation 
Department and 
has since taught 
people of all ages 
to play. 
His students have ranged in age 
from early teens to late 70s. 
“It is better to start playing 
late than never,” said Darr, whose 
guitar program is popular with 
teens as well as middle-age adults, 
who have always wanted to play.
Beginner guitar lessons 
sponsored by the Parks and 
Recreation Department begin 
March 19, and individual sessions 
can be scheduled with Darr.
In addition to teaching music, 
Darr also performs at retirement 
homes several times per week. 
He plays these shows because he 
enjoys making people happy by 
playing music for them. 
He studied percussion and 
minored in music at Eastern, but 
Darr has taught music since he 
was a teen. He played drums in 
many jazz bands before learning 
the guitar in college. 
His beginner lessons focus on 
the basic mechanics of guitar, 
such as reading music and playing 
chords and scales.
The lessons teach the 
fundamentals of music to help 
students understand not just the 
guitar, but also general music 
theory. 
This method allows students to 
learn forever, Darr said.
He compared learning to play 
the guitar to learning to read. 
Letters are like music notes; 
they are learned first and then put 
into words, he said.
“Within four to six lessons, the 
basic fundamentals of music can 
be taught,” Darr said.  “It’s then 
up to the individual to dedicate 
time to practicing and getting 
better.”
The program has a minimum 
age of 10 years old for 
participants. People younger than 
10 typically have trouble getting 
their hands around the neck of the 
instrument, Darr said. 
“Many young people come in 
having a lot of enthusiasm, but 
(they) find it is harder to practice 
from one session to the next,” 
Darr said. “The older people tend 
to take themselves more seriously 
when learning the instrument.”
The group sessions, which 
begin March 19, consist of six 
half-hour sessions.  Lessons are 
taught in groups of two. 
Individual half hour sessions 
can be arranged by contacting the 
Parks and Recreation Department 
at 217-345-6897.  Lessons are 
taught at city hall.
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“Kokomo”  
Beach Boys
“School’s out” 
Alice Cooper
“miami”
Will Smith
“mas tequila” 
Sammy Hagar
“margaritaville” 
Jimmy Buffet 
playlist
Spring Break
Specialty Top Five 
Playlist
the verge: Spring break is an 
important time of the year for students. 
For that reason, we have chosen this 
opportunity to make our “Top 5 Songs 
of Spring Break” playlist. 
Enjoy these songs and more while 
on sping break.
Contact the On The Verge staff   
by e-mail at Denverge@gmail.com  
or visit us on the Web at  
www.pounceonline.com
Whether you’re stuck in Charleston or heading to Tahiti for spring break, be sure to 
remember that listening to Justin Timberlake will always help any situation.
Jay gRaBieC | on the veRge
Brad Darr has been teaching guitar lessons since he was young. For 
the past three years, Darr has taught guitar lessons for the Charleston 
Parks and Recreation Depar tment. Darr compares playing music to 
learning to read.
“many young people come in having a lot 
of  enthusiasm, but (they) find it harder to 
practice from one session to the next.”
BRaD DaRR |guiTAR inSTRuCTOR
guitaR leSSonS info
»Who: Brad Darr and the Charleston 
Parks and Recreation Department
»What: individual and group guitar 
lessons
»Where: Charleston City Hall
»When: individual lessons available for 
schedule; group lessons begin March 
19
»Contact: 217-345-6897
MARCH SPECIALS
$10
$5
Haircuts for GUYS
OFF Color Service for GIRLS
City Scapes Hair Salon
in Old Town Apartment Complex 
217-345-4451
1408 6th St.
Charleston, IL
ROYAL HEIGHTS 
APARTMENTS
-Furnished -New Carpet
-Off Street Parking
Located behind Subway Great Rent Rates
For Info Call Becky at 345-0936
-1.5 Bath
3 Bedroom Apartments 
for Fall 2007
Park Place
Apartments
Now Showing for 2007
1,2, 3 Bedroom Apartments
Remodeled Units
FREE Parking
Fully Furnished, Trash Paid
Contact Olivia @ 348-1479
MILLER’S BANQUET FACILITY
A New Facility for When You’re Planning A...
SPECIAL OCCASION
307 6th Street Charleston
Now Booking
348-3335
Shelly
276-1220or
Fraternity/Sorority 
Functions
Receptions
Dances
Parties
Meetings
...And More
Check out our newly redesigned 
website with slideshows, podcasts,
 and stories @ dennews.com
By Jason Duarte
Interactive Verge Reporter
A little pressure from a friend pushed Jenny Keefe into 
the singing profession. 
“I have been singing since I was a little girl and I never 
had the courage to play out,” Keefe said.  “And a friend of 
mine in the band Elsinore got me to play during the middle 
of the show at Jackson Avenue Coffee.  That 
was my first ever public appearance.”
Keefe, a Charleston resident and acoustic 
singer/songwriter, has been performing at 
coffeehouses, bars and clubs for years now. 
Continuing to make public appearances, 
Keefe will be performing at 8 p.m. Saturday at Common 
Grounds in Mattoon.
Since her first performance, Keefe has been writing all of 
her own songs, taking inspiration from literally everything 
around her.
“I am influenced and inspired by every person, place, 
thing, thought, dream and experience that I come across,” 
she said.  “The patterns of birds, the shifting of the cosmos, 
the scent of the seasons changing.”
In the songs themselves, Keefe’s lyrics scream as much 
color and diversity as there are factors that influence her.
“My songs deal with everything from matters of the 
heart to the conscious state of society to characters and 
stories about characters,” Keefe said.
Keefe has released two albums already and has one in 
the works.  Her first album, “Pot Belly Prizm,” contains 17 
tracks, and her second album, “Wellspring,” contains 13 
tracks.  All songs on both albums are original material.
“It takes a long time to make an album, and the problem 
is that by the time you’re actually recording your new 
material, it’s old material to you and you’re ready to work 
on another one,” Keefe said.
When Keefe sits down to write new material, it takes a 
lot more than just listening to her favorite bands to get her 
creative juices flowing.
“I’m influenced by stories that I hear about other 
things that are happening, whether it be in the world or in 
someone’s life.  And then sometimes, every once in a while, 
I’ll just start thinking about something that I have no idea 
where it came from,” she said.  “Even if I can relate to what 
is said and done, it can be totally fictional.”
As far as other musical artists go, she takes everything she 
hears to heart and mind.
“I think I’m influenced probably by every piece of music 
I’ve ever heard,” Keefe said.  “And you know, like I said 
on my MySpace, I’m influenced from everything by the 
weather and the patterns of birds to the things I read and 
people I talk with and people I maybe don’t talk with. Like, 
everything in the world, in my life, influences me.”
But going back in time to when Keefe was just a little 
girl with a passion to sing, it all started when she sang the 
songs of the famous voices at the time.
“Whenever I was a little girl, I definitely grew up singing 
Olivia Newton John and Mariah Carey and Whitney 
Houston.  Nowadays, I am more of a fan of singer/
songwriters,” she said. “I really love it whenever people are 
telling their own stories, and I think Ani DiFranco is my 
very favorite storytellin’, songwritin’, singin’ musician in the 
entire world.”
But aside from the famous, big-time musicians, Keefe 
loves her fellow local musicians just as much, if not more.
“Honestly, some of my favorite music is from my friends. 
Some of my friends are just phenomenal songwriters, 
singers and musicians,” she said.  “Stephen Swords, who’s 
actually a professor at Eastern, is one of my favorite, 
favorite, favorite musicians.  And of course, Elsinore; I really 
love their music.”
Keefe plays mostly smaller clubs and coffeehouses, where 
the atmosphere is generally geared toward booking singer/
songwriters.
She performs at coffeehouses, bars and colleges. Once a 
month, she is the guest at Common Grounds in Mattoon. 
She has also performed at Mac’s Uptowner and places as far 
away as Terre Haute, Ind. 
“I’m very excited about playing new places.  No matter 
how many times people come out and see you and support 
you, it’s really exciting to be able to play to someone who’s 
never heard your songs before because it makes the music 
new to you as well,” Keefe said.  “When you feel like 
someone else is hearing it for the first time, it kind of re-
inspires you.”
In addition to performing, Keefe also runs a 
photography business specializing in pregancy photographs. 
She will also begin taking classes at Lake Land College in 
Mattoon.
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BrAnDon cAmpBell | on the verge 
Jenny Keefe, a folk performer from Charleston, performs with Ryan Lee at Je Leniz mar tini bar in Mattoon on March 3. 
Keefe draws her influences from everything in the environment around her. 
BrAnDon cAmpBell | on the verge 
Jenny Keefe has been involved with music since she was 
a child. Among her influences are Ani DiFranco and local 
band Elsinore.
uSA rAil pASS inFormAtion
»passes: There are three passes: 5-day, 15-day, 
30-day
»peak periods: May 25 through September 3 and 
December 14 through January 2 
»off-peak periods: January 3 through May 24, 
September 4 through December 1 and Jan. 3, 2008 
through March 31, 2008
»prices for 15-day: Off-peak - $215 for adults, 
Peak - $335 for adults
»prices for 15-day national: Off-Peak - $305 for 
adults, Peak - $455 for adults
»Web site: More information can be found at
 www.amtrak.com
environment inspires local folk musician
International students adapt spring break plans
By Stacy Smith
Verge Reporter
Simon Russell came to 
America to get a better idea for 
what life is like here. 
Russell, a junior sports 
psychology major, is an exchange 
student from the United 
Kingdom, and he came to 
Eastern in August. He decided 
to travel to as many states as 
possible with the help of a USA 
Rail Pass offered by Amtrak.
The pass has allowed Russell 
to travel to places like New 
Orleans, Washington D.C., 
Chicago, New York, Memphis, 
San Francisco, and he plans on 
continuing his journey to other 
states during spring break.
He will be visiting Chicago 
and Washington D.C. again and 
will also go to places like Tampa, 
Fla. and Savannah, Ga. 
In the UK, universities are 
typically divided into three 
semesters with breaks in 
between.
When Russell attended a 
university in the UK, he went 
to school from October to 
mid-December, then from early 
January to early April and then 
from the end of April to early 
June. 
The transition from the 
UK’s university system to the 
American university system, 
which is divided into two 
semesters, has been difficult, 
Russell said. But he is adjusting.
After traveling to multiple 
states, Russell does not have 
a favorite. He enjoys both 
the country and the city life 
of America, but he said the 
countryside can be a little 
“bland.”
The Amtrak travels to 
Chicago because it allows 
students to get on another 
train and go to their desired 
destination.
“It’s the cheapest way to see 
the countryside, and being by 
Chicago is a bonus of being 
here. It’s a main, central point,” 
Russell said. “This is the only 
way I would survive here.”
While some international 
students plan to visit friends or 
family, others plan to spend their 
spring break in town.
“The first semester, it 
was tough because there was 
nobody here, but you become 
immune to it,” said Abdoulaye 
Diken Traore, a senior fiance 
major from Ouaga, Burkina 
Faso, in Africa.
Diken Traore said he 
likes to spend his breaks 
cooking African food, getting 
acquainted with people who 
stayed, spending time with 
friends, cleaning and catching 
up on schoolwork. Also, the 
Student Recreation Center is 
open over spring break.
“Time goes by really fast and 
before you know it, everyone is 
back,” Diken Traore said.
“the first semester, it was tough because there was nobody 
here, but you become immune it.”
ABDoulAYe Diken trAore |SOPhOMORE EDuCATIOn MAJOR
wrapup
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trailertalk
Director: Zack Snyder
Starring: Gerard Butler, David Wenham
mPAA Rating: R
“300” is the movie that men have been waiting 
years to see.
The movie appears to be the ultimate man-fest, 
a two-hour extravaganza of  blood, death and sex. 
How could any man turn away from this movie?
Based on the graphic novel by Frank Miller of  
“Sin City” fame, the film appears to have superior 
acting (though one almost wonders where Russell 
Crowe is hiding) and tremendous direction.
This is the must see film of  the weekend for 
all college-aged males. Prepare for glory at this 
weekend’s box office. 
Director: michael Sajbel
Starring: Drew Fuller, James Garner
mPAA Rating: PG 
In a new release this week, a young 
man discovers “The Ultimate Gift” after his 
grandfather’s death.
The acting in the film seems of  quality, though 
Academy Award nominee Abigail Breslin is one of  
the most known actors. 
The story is an adaptation of  a book written by 
Jim Stovall and seems to be enjoyable and heart 
warming.
This movie would be recommended for all those 
looking for a simple, well intentioned movie.
Director: Edgar Wright
Starring: Simon Pegg, nick Frost
mPAA Rating: R
The team that brought us “Shaun of  the Dead” 
is back on the scene with “Hot Fuzz.”
The movie tells the story of  a police officer 
who gets reassigned to a town where nothing 
happens. He soon begins to investigate a series of  
“accidents” that have been plaguing the town.
The acting quality and humor seems on level 
with that of  “Shaun.”
Before going to see this movie, remember it is 
a British comedy, and an open sense of  humor is 
a requirement.
-By Verge Editor Adam Testa
Local Community Events Calendar
By Ben Balanoff
Verge Reporter
Anais Mitchell’s songwriting 
techniques bring a new twist to 
the folk music genre. 
Initially, I was a little 
skeptical listening to Mitchell’s 
third release, 
“The Brightness,” 
as light folk has 
never been my 
forte. 
However, as 
the album progressed, it was 
impressing to find Mitchell is an 
artist of considerable depth and 
dexterity.
Espousing a style that seems 
to lie somewhere in the realm 
between Neko Case and Ani 
DeFranco, Mitchell cultivates a 
striking sound of delicate beauty 
and establishes herself as a more 
than competent songwriter.
“The Brightness” is quick, to 
the point folk-pop, but therein 
lies its splendor - the minimalist 
purity of the songwriting. 
Soothing guitar work 
provides a vehicle for her 
exceptional lyrical prowess, a 
talent that compliments her 
vocal melodies, which are at 
times quite complex. 
The absence of percussion 
on all but two tracks also serves 
as a strength more so than a 
weakness because it helps to 
perpetuate the album’s stripped 
down prettiness.
The opening track, “Your 
Fonder Heart,” is both uplifting 
and clean, setting the album’s 
pace before giving way to the 
downtrodden, anti-jazz number 
“Of a Friday Night.” 
The bluegrass-infused 
“Shenandoah” is a pleasant 
dose of Americana, and “Old-
Fashioned Hat” is an elegantly 
innocent love song. 
The album’s finest moment, 
though, is the down-and-
out beauty and strength of 
the powerfully sad “Santa Fe 
Dream,” which recalls both 
the delicate instrumentation of 
Leonard Cohen and the country 
tinged sensibility of Lucinda 
Williams.
Full of world-weary laments 
and lullabies for a starlit night, 
“The Brightness” is an album 
rich with influence. 
From dust-bowl era folk 
to light country to Virginian 
bluegrass music, Mitchell 
plays the field, and the music 
is splashed with childlike 
melancholy and a cool purity. 
While some may find her 
vocal range a bit too whimsical, 
the bottom line is that in a hit 
or miss world, “The Brightness” 
is a hit.
AlBum DEtAIlS
»Artist: Anais Mitchell
»Album: “The Brightness”
»label: Righteous Babe Record
»Release Date: Available Now
»current Single: “Shenandoah”  
A pleasant welcome to folk rock
toDAY
Full circle concert
time | 6 p.m.
location | Our Daily Bread Cafe in Mattoon
more info | Full Circle describes themselves as 
“gospel music with a twist.”
The Mattoon band has made Our Daily Bread Cafe 
their Friday night venue and performs there almost 
every Friday night.
The event is free and open to the public. Full Circle 
will also be performing March 16.
‘A chorus line’ Performance
time | 7:30 p.m.
location | Krannert Center in Urbana
more info | The Krannert Center in Urbana will 
be performing “A Chorus Line,” which played on 
Broadway for 15 years in New York. 
While the storyline focuses on the lives of  Broadway 
dancers, it speaks directly to the dreams and 
experiences of  audience members all over the 
world.
The musical won nine Tony Awards, including Best 
Musical, and won the Pulitzer Prize for Drama.
Tickets to the play are $15. There is also a 
performance of  the musical Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
SAtuRDAY
Standing Small concert
time | 7 p.m.
location | The Hub in Oakland
more info | Standing Small is a Christian rock 
band based out of  Knoxville, Tenn. The band will be 
performing at The Hub in Oakland with Returning 
the Favour. 
Returning the Favour is an alternative band that 
spreads a positive message. The event has a $5 
cover charge.
The concert is open to the public.
Anger management concert
time | 9 p.m.
location | Icehouse in Mattoon
more info | Anger Management is a rock/metal 
band from Champaign. The group will be performing 
Saturday at 9 p.m. at the Icehouse in Mattoon. 
Among the bands influences are Audioslave, Stone 
Temple Pilots and Velvet Revolver. 
tailSpin concert
time | 9 p.m.
location | Trotter’s Friendly Inn in Ashmore
more info | This Mattoon-based rock band plays 
a wide range of  music in its live performances, 
ranging from Godsmack to Bowling for Soup.
Susan marshall and company 
Performance
time | 7:30 p.m.
location | Krannert Center in Urbana
more info | Susan Marshall fuses ballet, modern 
and post-modern dance. She will be performing at 
the Krannert Center at 7:30 p.m. Saturday.
Tickets for the event are $32. 
Before the show begins, the public is invited to a 
free lecture/conversation with Marshall and Jan 
Erkert, head of  the University of  Illinois Department 
of  Dance.
This event, called “Art in Conversation,” will be held 
at 6 p.m. in the lobby of  the Krannert Center. 
The “Art in Conversation” event is open to the 
public at no cost. 
the morning call concert
time | 7:30 p.m.
location | Canopy Club in Urbana
more info | The Morning Call will be holding a CD 
release party at 7:30 Saturday. The band will also 
be performing and will be joined on stage by The 
Dakota and Ian Beert. 
The event has a $5 cover charge. 
DJ Dance Party
time |10:30 p.m.
location | Canopy Club in Champaign
more info |The Canopy Club in Urbana will be 
hosting a DJ Dance Party Saturday.
The club has an 18-year old entry age. 
SunDAY
caleb cook and the Big naturals 
concert
time |9 p.m.
location | Mac’s Uptowner 
more info | The Champaign band has a sound 
that is a combination of  folk, acoustic and blues. 
The band is influenced by artists that include Bob 
Marley, Sublime Johnny Cash, John Mayer and the 
Rolling Stones. 
The band will be performing at the Uptowner 
Sunday at 9 p.m. 
mARch 15
Shooter Jennings concert
time |10 p.m.
location | Canopy Club in Urbana
more info | Country performer Shooter Jennings 
will be playing at the Canopy Club in Urbana on 
March 15.
Jennings is the son of  country music legend Waylon 
Jennings and portrayed his father in the movie 
“Walk the Line” in 2005.
Tickets can be purchased in advance for $16.
mARch 16
Battle of the Bands
time |7 p.m.
location | Lake Land College in Mattoon
more info | Lake Land College will be hosting 
a Battle of  the Bands event next Friday. Students 
returning to Coles County early from spring break 
can enjoy the entertainment. 
Among the bands participating are Flux, Seasick 
Jonah, Teutons, The Stationery, Thorn and Good 
News.
The cover charge for the event is yet to be 
determined. 
mARch 17
Poprocks concert
time |9 p.m.
location | Brian’s Place in Mattoon
more info | The local band Poprocks will be 
performing at Brian’s Place as part of  the bar’s St. 
Patty’s Day Bash. 
The Effingham-based band is influenced by 
everything ‘80s and covers many songs of  that era.
mARch 18
unknown Space concert
time |9 p.m.
location | Mac’s Uptowner
more info | Unknown Space is a funk/jam band 
from Charleston. The band will be playing Mac’s 
Uptowner March 18.
If you would like your events on our 
calendar, please e-mail them to denverge@
gmail.com or call 217-581-2812. 
